World Forum for Harmonization of Vehicle Regulations (WP. 29)

Informal Working Groups (IWGs) under WP.29

Since June 2012, all documents concerning the meetings of IWGs under WP.29 are uploaded in this working environment.

The documentation concerning specific IWG meetings can be accessed by browsing the menu located on the left hand side of this webpage or below.

- International Vehicle Type Approval system (IWVTA)
  - IWVTA Previous sessions
  - IWVTA 11th session
  - Sub-group 1958 Agreement (SG58)
  - Sub-group UN Regulation 0 (SGR0)
  - IWVTA 12th session
  - 1st IWVTA Ambassadors meeting
  - IWVTA 13th session
  - IWVTA 14th session
  - IWVTA 15th session
  - IWVTA 16th session
  - IWVTA 17th session
  - IWVTA 18th session
  - IWVTA 19th session
  - IWVTA 20th session
  - IWVTA 21st session
  - IWVTA 22nd session
  - IWVTA 23rd session
  - IWVTA 24th session
  - IWVTA 25th session
  - IWVTA 26th session (Phase 2)
  - IWVTA 27th session
  - IWVTA 28th session
  - IWVTA 29th session
  - IWVTA 30th session
  - IWVTA 31st session
  - IWVTA 32nd session
  - IWVTA 33rd session
  - IWVTA 34th session

- Database for the Exchange of Type Approval (DETA)
  - DETA Previous sessions
  - DETA 15th session
  - DETA 16th session
  - DETA 17th session
  - DETA 18th session
  - DETA 19th session
  - DETA 20th session
  - DETA 21th session
  - DETA 22nd session
  - DETA 23rd session
  - DETA 24th session
  - DETA 25th session
  - DETA 26th session
  - DETA 27th session
  - DETA 28th session
  - DETA 29th session
  - DETA 30th session
  - DETA 31st session
  - DETA 32nd session
  - DETA 33rd session
  - DETA 34th session
  - DETA 35th session
  - DETA 36th session
  - DETA 37th session
  - DETA 38th session
  - DETA 39th session

- Enforcement Working Group (EWG)
  - EWG 4th meeting
  - EWG Kick Off session
  - EWG 1st session
  - EWG 2nd meeting
  - EWG 3rd meeting

- Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI)
  - Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 1st session
  - Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 2nd session
  - Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 3rd session
  - Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 4th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 5th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 6th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 7th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 8th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 9th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 10th session
• Periodical Technical Inspection (PTI) 11th session
• Periodical Technical Inspection (PTI) 12th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 13th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 14th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 15th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 16th session
• Periodical Technical Inspections (PTI) 17th session

• Intelligent Transport Systems
  • Intelligent Transport Systems and Automated Driving (ITS/AD)
  • First session of the IWG on ITS